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Communicated by Fraydoun Rezakhanlou

AsstR¡cr. In this paper, we show that D-compactness in

Generalized Serstnev spaces implies D-boundedness and as in
the classical case, a D-bounded and ciosed subset of a char-

acteristic Generaiized Serstnev is not D-compact in general.

Finally, in lhe finite dimensional Generalized Serstnev spaces

a subset is D-compact if and only if it is D-bounded and closed.

1. Preliminaries

Probabilistic normed spaces (PN spaces henceforth) were intro-
duced by Serstnev in 1963 [9]. In the sequel, we adopt the new

definition of Generalized Serstnev PN spaces given in the paper by
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Lafuerza-Guillén and Rodríguez [7]. The notations and concepts

used are those of [2, 3, 4, 5,7] and [10].

in the sequei, the space of probability distribution f'unctions is

denoted by A* : {,F : R u {-oo, +*} ---+ 10,1] : F is ieft-

continuous and non-decreasing on R, f(0) : 0 and F(+co) : 11

and D+ C A+ is defined as follows D+ : {F e A+ : l-F(+oo) :
1). Here l- f (r) denotes the left limit of the function / at the point

r, l*f (n): lim¿-'-,f(ú). The space A+ is partially ordered by

the usuai point-wise ordering of functions i.e., F < G if ¿nd only if
F(r) S G(r) far all r in R. The maximal element for A+ in this
order is e6 , a distribution defined by

tr: 
{ :: I;:

A triangle function is a binary operation on A+, namely a func-

tion r : A+ x A+ --+ A+ that is associative, commutative,

non-decreasing and which has a6 as unit. Typical continuous trian-
gle 'functions are rr(F,G)(") : süps+¿=¿ T(lr (s), G(r)) and

rr,(F,G) : inf,+t=rT* (F(t), G(t)) Here, T is acontinuous ú-norm,

i.e. a continuous binary operation on [0, 1] that is commutative, as-

sociative, non-decreasing in each variable and has 1 as identity,

and 7* is a continuous ú-conorm? namely a continuous binary oper-

ation on [0, 1] which is related to the continuous t-norm T through

T*(*,U):1*f0-r,1 -A).

Definition 1.1. L probabi,li,sti,c normed (briefly, PI\) space is a
quadruple (V,u,r,r"), where I,/ is a reai vector space, r and r* are

continuous triangle functions, and u is a mapping from V into A+
such that, for all p,q in l/, the following conditions hold:

tl

tJ.
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(1.J1) zo :60 if arrd oljly if p: á, rviter.e 0 is the null vect,or in 1",

(i'J2) rr-o : up fot each p € tr'-;

(N3) uo*n > r(ue, un) for all P, q € V;

(Na) uo 1r*(uoo,vq1-ee) for ail a in [0, i].

If the iriequality (Na) is replaced by the equality u'p : rM(udpl

u(t_a)p). then the PN space is called Serstneu space and, as a con-

sequence, a condition stronger than (N2) holds, namely? u^p\r) :

"p\&) 
for all p € V, 

^ 
+ A and ¿ € R.

Following [1, 7], for 0 < b < *oo, ]et lvft' be the set of m-

transf orms consisting of all continuous and strictly increasing func-

tions from [0,b] onto [0,+oo]. More generally, let Ñ b" the set of

non-decreasing left-continuous functions é ' 10,*oo] ---+ 10, +oo],

d(CI) :0, @(+oo) : +oo and t'(r) > 0 for r > 0' Then NIb 9M
once m is extended to [0, +oo] by m(r) - *m for all r ) b' Note

that a function O e Ñ is bijective if and only if Ó e M+*' Some-

times, the probabilistic norms y and u' of lwo given PN spaces

satisfy u' : uó fbr some Ó € M**, not necessarily bijective' Let ó

be the (unique) quasi-inverse of / which is left-continuous. Recall

from [t0] page 49, that é is defined ¡v ó(o) : 0, A(+oo) : +oo

anaf(t):sup{u,ótu) <ú} forall 0 <t < *oo. Itfollowsthat

O@@) S r and ó(ó@)) ( y for all r and Y.

Definition 1.2. A quadruple (V,u,r,r-) satisfying the @-Serstnev

condition

, ;, @(r) ,'u^p\r) : /p(@\ 
l)l J/,

for all tr € R+ ,p €V and ) € R- {0} is called a /-Serstnev PN

space (generali,zed Serstneu space).
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Lemma 1.8. [2] tf lal S Jpl, thert u[rp I u,,, ,for eue:_y p i,rt V .

Definition 1.4. Let (V, u,r,r*) be a pN space. For each p inV
and ) > 0, the strong A - neigltbo,rhood, of p is the set

¡/r()) : {q e v . uo*n(A)> 1 - )},
and the strong neighborhood system for V is the union Uor, No
where Np : {/{r()) : ) > 0}. The strong neighborhood system for
V determincs a Hauodorff topology for l/.

Definition 1.b. Let (V,u,r,r-) be a pN space, a sequence {pr},in I/ is said to l:e strongry conaergent to p in v if for each .l > 0,
there exists a positi'e integer l/ such that p, € ¡fu()), for n ) N.
Also the sequence {pr}, in I/ is called strongry cauchy sequence if
for every ) > 0 there is a positive integer l/ such that ur._o_ ()) >
1- ), whenever m,n > N. A pN space (V,u,r,r.) is said to be
stronglE complete in the strong topoiogy if every strongry cauchy
sequence in V is strongly convergent to a point in Z.

Definition 1.6. Let (V,u,r,r*) be a pN space and A be the non_
empty subset of 7. The probabilistic radius of A is the function .R¡
defined on R+ by

or(r, : 
{

l- inf {ur(r) : p e A}, if r € [0, +oo),

1, if x;: *oo.

A nonempty set,4 in a pN space (V,u,r,r*) is said to be
(a) certaznly bourtded,, if R,1(rs): 1 for so¡¡e re e (0, +oo);
(b) perhaps boundecl, if one has R¿(") < l for every r e (0,+oo)

and /-fia(*oo) : 1.
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(c) perhaps ur¡'baund,ed', if R¡(to) > 0 fol some 16 € (0' *co) and

L- RÁ+co) € (0, t);

(d) certatnly unbounded, if.l- Rt (+*) : 0 i'e', if R¿ : 6*'

Moreover, A is said to be D-bounded if either (a) or (b) holds, i.e.

Ra € D+.If Rt € A+ \ r* , A is called D-unbounded.

Theorem 1.7. [5] ,4 sabset A i,n the PN spl,ce (V,u,r,r") i's D-

bound,ed, i,f and, onty i,J there e:ti,sts a d.f . G e D+ such that u, )- G

foreueryp€4.

Definition L.8. A subset A of Topologi,cal vectar space (briefly,

TVS) 1/ is said to be topologi,cally bound,ed if for evely sequence

{cv,} of real numbers that converges to zero as n --+ *oo and for

every {pr.} of elements of- A, one has QnPn 4 á, in the strong

topoiogy.

Theorem 1.9. [3] suppose (v,u,r,r*) is a PN space, enclowed wi.th

the strong topology i,nduced by the probabi,li,st'itc norm u. Then t't i's a

TVS ü and only i,f for euerype V themap fromYi'ntoV def'ned

by

a+ ap

i,s conti,nuous. The PN space (V,u,r,r*) is called characteri'sti,c

wheneuer uV) e D+

Theorem 1.10. l7l Let $
Then a $-Serstneu PN sPace

i,s characteri,sti'c.

e M such
lf f *\

\v1yrT,T )

Iimr---ro" ó(") : *.
fVS xf and only i'f i't

that

i,s a
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2. Results

In this section we study D-bounded and D-compact sets in d-
Serstnev PN spaces.

Proposition 2.1. Let g e M such thatlím,-__,_ó(r)_ oo. Let
(v'u,r,r.) be a characteri,sti,c Q-Serstneu pN space. Then for a
subset A of V the follow,ing are equ,iualent.

(a) For e,uer.U n e N, there zs a k e N sucñ, tltat AC kNs(I/n).
(b) 1 is D-bou,nd,ed.

(") A i.s topologi,cally bound,ed .

Proof. From {Tl, (a) and (b) are equivalenr. For (ó) _+ (c),let A
be any D-bounded subset of V, {pr} be any sequence in,4 and {o"}
any sequence of real numbers that converges to zero. without loss
of generality we may assume that a, * a for every n € N. Then
forevery r)0 andz¿€N

uo_p_(r) : upnfOfL@ll ) Rtrórd(r)ll __* ,'Qn"- ""'*n"

as n *-+ oo. Thus anpn ---+ 0.

(.) ===+ (ü). Let A be a subset of z which is not D-bounded.
I nen

Re(r)-1 1<1,
as u -+ oo. By definition of Ra, for every n € N there is pn € Asuchthat 

ur^($(n6(n11 q 1lr.1.
Choosing an: lf n,

uo^p^(l) s uo.pn(r) : ur,($@6¡q ) < T < r,
L
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rvhich sho$'s lhat {uo,r,} does not tend to 66, even it has a rveak

limit, i.e., {anpn} does not tend to 0 in the strong topology, so A

is not topologically bounded. I

Lernma 2.2. Let $ e Ñ such thatlim*--.*Ó(") : xs and' l,et

(V,u,r,r.) be a characteristi,c Q-Serstneu PN space. If p* a po

i,nV and A: {p^:m € N}, úñ,en A i,s a D-bounded subset of V.

Proof. Let p* 4 pa and a^ --+ 0. Then there exists 7no € N

such that for every m ) nls,0 1 a* < 1; so that

Ua*p^ T (u cr,, $t ^ - n67, u o^no)

r(es, e¡)

€o¡

as Tn tends to infinity. U

Example 2.3. The quadruple (R, u,rn,r;), where u :R --+ A+

is defined by

up\t )

0 if r=0,
enp(-lpl't') if 0 < r ( *oo,

1 if r: *oo,

and z6 :50 is a PN space but is not Serstnev space (see [2]).

The sequence {*} it convergent but A : {* : m € N} is not

D-bounded set. The only D-bounded set in this space is {0}.

Definition 2.4. Thecharacteristic @-Serstnev PN space (V,u,r,r*)
is said to be distri,buttonally compacú (simply D-cornpact) if every

I
I
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sequence {p-}* in V has a convergent

set A of a characteristic /-Serstnev pN
be D-compact,tf everv sequence {prn} in
convergent to an element p € A.
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subsequence {pn o}. A sub-

space (V,u,r,r.) is saicl to
,4 has a subsequence {p*o}

Proof. suppose that A c I/ is D-compact. From proposition 2.1
it is enough show that ,4 rs toporogically bounded. Now assume
tlrat tlrere is a sequen ce lp^j C ,4 and a real sequcncc am ) 0
such that {**p^} does not tend to the origin in v. Then there
is an infinite set J C N such that the sequen ce {a^p^}*6y lies
in the complement of a neighborhood of the origin. Now {p*} is
a subset of D-compact set .,{, so it has a convergent subsequence

{p*}^e¡'. From Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 {p*}*e.¡, is topo_
logically bounded and so {a,npn,}*e¡, tends to origin which is a
contradiction. The closedness of ,4 is trivial . n

Proposition 2.b. A D-compact subset
Serstneu PN space (V,u,r,r.) is D-bound,ed,

As in the classical case,

characteristic S-Serstnev is

see from the next example.

of a characteristi,c $-
and closed.

a D-bounded and closed subset of a

not D-compact in general, as one can

Example 2.6. We consider quadruple (e,u,rn,r¡w), where
¡r(r,y) : rA for every fr,y € [0, 1] and probabilistic norm uoQ) :
#W it is straightforr,vard to check that (e, u,r,,.rx4) is a char_
acteristic /-serstnev PN space. In this space, convergence of a
sequence is eouivalent to its convergence in e. we consicier the
subset A: [a,b]nQ with a,ó e R-e. Since Ra(t): tr;;hilril,
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the set A is D-bounded and since A is closed in Q classically, it is

closed in (Q, u,rn,ry). We know that,4 is not classically compact

in Q, i.e., there exists a sequence in Q with no convergent subse-

quence in the classical sense and so in (Q, u,rn,r¡¡4). Hence, ,4 is

not D-compact.

We close the paper by quoting two recent results on D-compactness

and strong compleieness in /-Serstnev PN spaces.

Theorem 2.7. L9l Consider a fini.te d,'i,mens,ional characteri,sti,c g-

Serstneu PN space (V,u,r,r*) on real f,eld, (H,r',r',r'*). Euery

subset A of V is D-compact i,f and only if A i,s D-bottnded and

closed.

Theorem 2.8. lal Let (V,u,r,r*) be a characteri,sti,c ó-Serstneu
PN space and let S be a compact subset of V . Then S is strongly

cornplete.
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